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C-QUADRAT founders Thomas Riess
and Alexander Schütz

C-QUADRAT office in Vienna.

„Healthy growth is our top priority“
C-QUADRAT celebrates its 25th anniversary. How was the idea for the
company born?
Thomas Rieß: Alexander Schütz and I
both had temporary jobs at the same
general agency of a UK fund company.
In theory, we were assistants to the
Board of Directors, but in reality we did
a bit of everything, preparing marketing documents, playing chauffeur for
the directors, composing portfolios and
advising customers.
When was that?
Alexander Schütz: Towards the end of
the 1980s. It was rather unfulfilling
work. We were not allowed to include

any funds other than those of the UK
company in the client portfolios.
Rieß: The limited selection in the bond
area was problematic, we could only
use funds denominated in US Dollars,
Pound Sterling or French Francs. This
involved currency risks for Austrian investors.
What conclusions did you draw?
Schütz: It was obvious to us that we
had to add other funds to the client
portfolios. This led to the establishment of C-QUADRAT in September
1991.
Rieß: WWe wanted to pursue an objective fund-picking strategy and

C-QUADRAT office in Vienna.

choose from the vast range of Austrian and international fund companies.
Our aim was to pick the best products
issued by renowned fund companies.
Essentially, it was all about indepen-

CORPORATE HISTORY

1991. Establishment of C-QUADRAT
in September 1991. Entrepreneurs Alexander Schütz and Thomas Riess offer
standardised fund portfolios in different risk classes starting at EUR 7,300.

1993 to 1996. In 1993, the fund vo-

lume under management passes the
Schilling 100 million threshold (EUR 7
million). The first Austrian fund-offunds under Luxembourg law, CQUADRAT’s first guarantee product, is
launched in 1996.

1997. The customer base has grown
consistently and comprises around
3,000 private investors and 40 institutional clients. The company invests in
a highly developed computer system
to support its efficient fund selection
process.
January 2016
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C-QUADRAT’s
head office in
Vienna’s 7th District.

dent fund selection.
Schütz: We then set about using funds
by various suppliers to structure the
portfolios of our private clients, always
searching for the best of the best.
Did this approach make you
any money?
Schütz: We were charging a small annual management fee instead of a
subscription fee. The first two or three
years were not easy. More than once,
we had to inject fresh capital even
though we tried to keep costs as low
as possible.
You are generally considered pioneers in the fund-of-fund business.
When did you start with these products?
Rieß: We launched our first hedge
fund-of-funds in 1996 and started managing funds-of-funds under Austrian
law in 1998. The year after, we launched our first funds-of-funds for insurance companies, focussing on unitlinked life insurance.

1998 to 2000. C-QUADRAT laun-

ches the first fund-of-funds under Austrian law in 1998. The company expands its pioneering role by launching
the first Austrian sector fund-of-funds
and the first pension and severance indemnity funds-of-funds in 2009.
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What were the next big steps?
Schütz: We received our investment
fund management license in 2003. On
March 27 of the same year, ARTS Asset
Management took over its first fund,
which is now known as the C-QUADRAT Total Return Global AMI. By the
end of the year, three further C-QUADRAT ARTS funds had been launched. In
2006, we went public on the Frankfurt
stock exchange. Having accomplished
this quantum leap, we started pushing
sales in Germany and prepared our
entry into the Eastern European market. Today we are active in 19 different countries.
Which activities helped the
company grow?
Schütz: ARTS Asset Management started recording significant growth in
2009. The ARTS funds lost very little in
the 2008 crash and generated healthy
income from March 2009 onwards.
This brought us large investment inflows. All in all, ARTS Asset Management was already managing assets of

2003: C-QUADRAT receives its investment fund management license and
enters the German market..

around EUR 2.7 billion. Our basic approach has not changed since then and
we are still employing the same trading
system.
Rieß: The ARTS Total Return funds are
a key component of our product range.
We have also been applying a so-called
‘active system’ approach for seven years now. On top of this, there are
further equity, bond and sustainability
funds as well as microfinance investments which are managed by our subsidiary C-QUADRAT Asset Management.
In Asia, we have entered into cooperation with Lion Invest to boost our presence in the region. And lastly, our
team at C-QUADRAT UK is focussing on
discretionary fund management with
an emphasis on bonds.
What important developments have
taken place in the recent past?
Schütz: Last year, we concluded a
strategic sales cooperation agreement
with Al Mal Capital covering the United Arab Emirates. The first investment has already been made. We are

2005: Participating interest in ARTS

Asset Management and specialisation
in quantitative total return strategies.
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C-QUADRAT Office in Vienna‘s
Schottenfeldgasse.

also planning to launch a new fund in
the Emirates that meets the requirements of Sharia law.
What are your goals for the
next 25 years?
Schütz: We want to gain a firmer
foothold in the institutional segment.
The same applies to our geographical
positioning. In this context, Asia is an
important region for us and we intend
to expand our business in the Middle
East. We are also doing quite well in
Eastern Europe. On top of this, the
scenario of a strategic partnership
with a US company is certainly enticing. This could expand our fund universe even further. It is our goal to remain as efficient and flexible as
possible. Ideally, C-QUADRAT will still
be around in 100 years. We are not aiming to be the biggest fish in the
pond. Our top priority is healthy
growth.

2006: The 15 year-old company takes

the plunge into international waters.
The C-QUADRAT share is listed on the
German stock exchange’s prime market in Frankfurt. Expansion into CEE
countries.

„We want C-QUADRAT to remain efficient and flexible“

2010 to 2012. “Capital” magazine
pronounces C-QUADRAT the fastestgrowing fund company. “€uro” magazine awards C-QUADRAT & ARTS the title
‘Fund Boutique of the Year 2011’. “Börseonline” names C-QUADRAT ‘Investment
Company of the Year 2012’.

2013 to 2014. Assets under manage-

ment pass the EUR 5 billion mark.
C-QUADRAT is active in 19 different
countries with offices in Vienna, Frankfurt, London, Geneva and Yerevan. After
conclusion of a cooperation agreement,
C-QUADRAT enters the UAE market.
January 2016
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Happy Birthday
JOHANNES KÄRCHER
Chairman of the Alfred
Kärcher Supervisory Board
C-QUADRAT has been on course
for success since its establishment. Launching numerous
award-winning products, the
company has become the biggest independent investment
company in Austria. Congratulations on 25 successful years!

THOMAS GRAF
Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory
Board of Novomatic Group
It is a remarkable achievement for a company to assert itself on the domestic market in a fast-changing economy for 25 years and to thrive and grow at the same
time. If such a company then goes ahead
and expands into foreign countries, one
should definitely take note.

CHRISTOPH DICHAND
Publisher of Kronen Zeitung
Finding a niche, providing excellent services and generating
growth – C-QUADRAT has managed to combine all three of these
critical success factors. Best wishes until the next anniversary.

ALFRED GUSENBAUER
Former Chancellor of Austria
Entrepreneurial spirit and farsighted vision helped Alexander
Schütz and Thomas Riess turn an
Austrian start-up into a European
player in just 25 years. The two
founders have shown that a good
concept pursued with consistency,
commitment and flexibility can
become an international success.
Congratulations on the first 25 years of this Austrian success story!

GOLO QUANDT
Investor
In a rapidly changing market, the C-QUADRAT team has gained an
excellent reputation in Europe thanks to its highly qualified management. I wish the team every success for many years to come.

MARCUS MAUTNER MARKHOF
MD and owner of the
Grieskierchen Brewery
In a highly competitive environment, the two founders and their
team have managed to turn
C-QUADRAT into one of the leading
asset managing companies – even
beyond the Austrian borders. We
wish the company good luck in all
future endeavours!

Copyright: Kronen Zeitung/Reinhard Holl

GEORG PÖLZL
Director General,
Österreichische Post AG
This 25th anniversary is just one among
many reasons to extend sincere congratulations to the company. We could do
with more business leaders with the entrepreneurial spirit possessed by the two
C-QUADRAT founders. Congratulations!
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KARL SEVELDA
CEO of Raiffeisen Bank
International
On the occasion of its anniversary, we
wish C-QUADRAT all the best and look
forward to many more years of working
together. RBI is supporting the international expansion and sales activities of
the multiple award-winning asset manager in its capacity of C-QUADRAT’s
house bank and custodian.
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C-QUADRAT
PETER BOSEK
Member of the Management Board
of Erste Group Bank
Having recognised the potential and benefits of the fund concept long before any
other market players, Alexander Schütz
and Thomas Riess have provided essential
impulses to the Austrian financial services
industry over the last 25 years. I hope that
their next 25 years will be as successful as the last.
KLAUS ORTNER
Entrepreneur
I have followed the rise of this interesting and highly successful
company over the last 25 years
and I am particularly impressed by
its humanitarian commitment –
excellent proof that business and
social responsibility are not mutually exclusive.
RICHARD WOLF LL.M.
Partner at WOLF THEISS
C-QUADRAT is an incredible home-grown
success story. The achievements of its entrepreneurial-minded, visionary company
founders are very inspiring. I would like to
congratulate the team on the occasion of
their first 25 years and wish them all the
best for the future!
WERNER RUPP
Former CEO of Nürnberger Versicherungsgruppe, current CEO of
M-DAX company LEONI
25 years ago, the two C-QUADRAT
founders identified a promising niche and went on to build a successful business based on outstanding
moral, ethical and social standards.
Congratulations on their 25th anniversary and good luck for the future!

HANNES AMETSREITER
CEO of Vodafone Deutschland
II admire C-QUADRAT’s Alexander Schütz and his entire team
for their visionary business insight, and entrepreneurial success and hope that the company’s
next 25 years will be as successful as its first.

KARL-HEINZ STRAUSS
CEO of PORR
A steady output of creative new investment solutions has turned CQUADRAT into one of Austria’s most
renowned financial service providers.
I hold the company as well as its
shareholders and management in
high regard and wish them all the
best on their anniversary.

BERNHARD RAMSAUER
CEO of Semper Constantia
Privatbank
With 25 years’ experience as a fund specialist, C-QUADRAT is principally known as a pioneer in the field of total return funds. Experienced fund managers, customeroriented services and clearly
defined quality criteria make this
asset manager a highly reliable
investment partner.

January 2016
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Key players
Austrian experts, Italian DNA and Spanish competence. The seven members
of C-QUADRAT’s Management team reflect the company’s drive towards
internationalisation.

T

op managers, such as super
investor Warren Buffet, Apple founder Steve Jobs, his
Microsoft counterpart Bill
Gates and sports car legend Enzo Ferrari, would never have become world
famous without first putting together a good team. And, as is gene-

rally the case with teams, the fate of
all ventures is primarily decided by
the key players. Essentially, it is a
question of finding the right mix of
competent managers. The seven key
players pulling the strings at
C-QUADRAT represent the type of
personalities suitable for this role.

INTERNATIONAL TEAM

Andreas Wimmer, member of the
C-QUADRAT Management Board
since 2001, began his career not in
the world of investment, but in several top positions in the media industry. For 16 years now, he has been responsible for the group’s media
presence. The longest-serving member of the Management Board aside
from the founders Alexander Schütz
and Thomas Riess is Christian Jost.
Responsible for sales and products
in Austria, Germany, CEE and the
company‘s expansion markets, he
has been with C-QUADRAT from the
beginning and has been heading various departments over the last 20
years. Andreas Wimmer and Christian Jost both graduated from the Vienna University of Business and Economics. In charge of legal matters
and HR, Management Board member
Markus A. Ullmer was Head of the
Austrian Takeover Commission of
Wiener Börse AG before joining
C-QUADRAT. He is a law graduate
from the University of Vienna. The legal expert has cast a critical eye on
just about every contract concluded
by C-QUADRAT since 2005.

EXTENDED GENE POOL

Top managers. C-QUADRAT experts Kerry Mentasti Granelli, Carlo
Michienzi, Andreas Wimmer, Matteo Pusineri (from left to right)
8
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C-QUADRAT shareholders Michienzi, Pusineri and Mentasti Granelli,
who together form the Management
team of C-QUADRAT Asset Management UK, bring some Italian DNA to
the company.
Carlo Michienzi is CEO and cofounder of the company. During his
illustrious career, Carlo Michienzi
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A viewfrom the
C-QUADRAT office
in London.

Cristobal Mendez de Vigo is Chief
Financial Officer of the C-QUADRAT
Group.
held various positions at renowned
financial institutions, among them
Morgan Stanley and Commerzbank.
For his education, the expert attended a number of time-honoured institutions, gaining degrees from the
London Business School UK, the elite
Insead school in France and the
Swiss Université de Lausanne.
Matteo Pusineri, co-founder of the
London C-QUADRAT subsidiary, also
followed a highly successful career.
He gained extensive experience at international institutions, holding various positions at big financial
groups including Morgan Stanley,
Société Generale and Banque Paribas
since 1995. The Chief Investment Officer at C-QUADRAT UK gained his requisite financial expertise while studying at the London School of
Business and Bocconi University in
Italy.
Kerry Mentasti Granelli completes
the management trio at C-QUADRAT
UK. The London Business School graduate is a further co-founder and
Board member responsible for special situation projects and various asset management activities as well as
client service and management.

MASTER OF FIGURES

Cristobal Mendez de Vigo holds a
special position: The Spaniard with
German roots joined the Management Board of C-QUADRAT Investment AG in July 2015 and holds the
position of Chief
Financial Officer
of the entire
C-QUADRAT
Group. Aside from
finances, controlling and group investments, he is
also responsible
for the newly established real estate
unit.
Before joining
the company, he
was a board member at the traditional fund company
F&C Asset Management and
CEO of Allianz
Global Investors
Australia as well
as working for
Dresdner Asset
Management.

Cristobal Mendez de Vigo received
his academic qualifications at the
Centro de Estudios Financieros Madrid and the University Pontificia de
Comillas (ICADE) in Spain.

C-QUADRAT top managers
Markus A. Ullmer and Christian Jost.

January 2016
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Systematic trading
ARTS Asset Management, a member of the C-QUADRAT Group, is considered a
pioneer in the field of managing trend-following total return funds. The trading system developed by ARTS founder Leo Willert focuses on momentum
trading and extensive flexibility.

„The price
setbacks and
volatilities
associated with
buy & hold
strategies are
simply too high for
most investors.“

Total return expertise. Emotions and benchmarks have no role to play in Leo Willert’s trading system

A

t the beginning, he was in
charge of approximately
EUR 1.4 million – the volume of the first flexible
mixed fund whose management
ARTS founder Leo Willert took on in
spring 2003. At the end of 2015 the asset manager, who had developed a
trend following trading model as early as the 1990s, was managing assets
of around EUR 2.7 billion in 19 flexible
mixed funds. When selecting investments, the ARTS trading system can
pick from a vast range of over 10,000
funds that are suitable building
blocks for the ARTS funds. ARTS mastermind Leo Willert: „The investment
universe has changed since 2003. New

10
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key segments, such as exchange traded funds, smart beta products or ETF
following dividend strategies, arrived
on the scene.
The basic principle of the system,
however, has remained the same.
The fully automatic, technical ARTS
trading system determines the percentages of the fund portfolios that
go into equity, bond or money market instruments and, depending on
the market conditions, facilitates investments in sectors with above-average performances. The ARTS trendfollowing system is geared towards
limiting losses and letting profits
run. Neither benchmarks nor human
emotions play a role in the invest-

ment decisions. The system’s exceptional flexibility is designed to eliminate the disadvantages associated
with buy & hold approaches. ARTS
manager Leo Willert: „Flexibility is a
decisive factor in any long-term investment strategy. Equities, bonds
and money market securities have
suffered setbacks, in some cases of a
long-term nature, which even several
decades cannot make up. This meets
neither the goals nor the horizon of
most investors. Hardly anyone has
40 or 50 years to ride out setbacks.”
Leo Willert’s logical conclusion: “If
the goal is asset growth, active management is simply a must. Momentum trading and active loss limitati-

Advertorial 25 years of C-QUADRAT

on both play a decisive role in this
context.“

IN THE SPOTLIGHT OF RESEARCH

Current discussions among experts
reflect the important role momentum trading is playing today. Leo Willert: “The momentum trading approach has been one of the most
intensively researched financial science phenomena of the last ten to 15
years. Today, there are around 300
studies dedicated to researching momentum trading over various time
frames.
Momentum trading’s special status in scientific research is also reflected by the special position
among market anomalies assigned
to the concept by Eugene Fama, a
driving force behind the efficient
market hypothesis in the 1970s and
one of the three winners of the 2013
Nobel Prize for Economics. Eugene
Fama: “Momentum is the premier
anomaly.” ARTS founder Leo
Willert: “Innumerable studies over
various time periods and asset classes have consistently shown that
momentum-driven, trend-following
trading is one of the most successful long-term approaches.“

ARTS Asset Management experts Markus
Letschka, head of trading Leo Willert and
Jürgen Kultscher (from left to right) have
received numerous fund awards.

Over 300 fund awards received since 2003
The total return funds were launched by ARTS Asset Management
in 2003. Since then, the trend-following funds-of-funds have received numerous awards from renowned fund rating agencies.
Trend-following funds-of-funds
by ARTS Asset Management are
among the industry’s cream of the
crop. For many years, their outstanding performances have distinguished them from the general
mass of approx. 10,000 available

investment funds.
Top places in fund awards and
the points awarded by renowned
rating agencies, such as Lipper
and Monrningstar, are proof of
this. All in all, ARTS Asset Management has received over 300
awards since launching its ARTS
total return funds in 2003.

A WINNING STREAK

ARTS Asset Management has won
the fund-of-funds awards initiated

by the Austrian GELD magazine for
nine consecutive years, from 2006 to
2014. The magazine “Börse Online”
pronounced C-QUADRAT ‘Investment Company of the Year 2012’.
In the preceding year, the German
business magazine “€uro” reported
that ARTS and C-QUADRAT held the
largest number of awards and named
the company ‘Fund Boutique of the
Year 2011’. In 2010, ARTS won both the
Austrian and the German Fund
Awards.

January 2016
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Sustainable success
Günther Kastner changed sides in 2004 when he decided to give up his job as
a hedge fund manager and embarked on a career as sustainable investment
expert.

Günther Kastner, Managing Partner at C-QUADRAT Asset Management, is a sustainable and microfinance investment
specialist.

E

scaping the poverty trap is
difficult, especially for people
in developing countries who
have no access to financial
services. A few hundred Euros are often enough to break the vicious circle. This is why C-QUADRAT Asset Management, which traded under the
name of APM Absolute Performance
Management until its take-over by
C-QUADRAT in the summer of 2012,
decided almost ten years ago to supplement its absolute return funds
with a range of special financial products that give members of the underprivileged classes the chance to

12
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take their fate into their own hands.
As early as 2006, Günther Kastner,
Managing Partner at C-QUADRAT Asset Management, started launching
investments under the C-QUADRAT
Vision Microfinance brand that grant
loans to microfinance institutions.
The institutions, in turn, pass the
money on to micro-entrepreneurs.
On top of this, he launched several
funds which are managed according
to certified sustainability criteria. In
2015, for instance, Günther Kastner
and his specialised sustainable investment team launched three products that comply with ESG stan-

dards. ESG stands for Environmental,
Social, Governance.

AT THE CUTTING EDGE

Developments in Germany and
Switzerland show that Günther Kastner was among the first to catch the
spirit of the times when he started focussing on microfinance and sustainable investments. The money invested in sustainable products in the two
countries rose from just under EUR 14
billion in 2005 to EUR 120 billion. At
the global level, sustainable investments increased by 60 per cent in the
two years from 2012 to 2014 alone.
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Extensive network
From the first small office in Vienna to London’s financial centre and all
the way to Armenia. In 25 years, C-QUADRAT developed from an Austrian
fund boutique into a European player with offices in several countries.

M

oney is usually tight for
start-ups. It was no different for C-QUADRAT.
However, necessity is
the mother of invention, as they say.
In the autumn of 1991, co-founder
Alexander Schütz simply converted
the private living room of his apartment in Biberstasse in the centre of
Vienna into C-QUADRAT’s first office.
25 years later, no trace of improvisation remains. C-QUADRAT now resides in a historic building in Schottenfeldgasse 20 in Vienna’s 7th
district. The company’s head office
employs around 50 members of staff
on the Management Board, in the
asset management unit and in the
marketing, distribution and group
services departments..

ROYAL FLAIR

Since 2012, the team of the UK investment specialist BCM & Partners
has been sailing under the
C-QUADRAT flag. Our experts for
discretionary fixed income strategies carry out their business in a prime location in London, the world’s
leading financial centre. Their office
address is 1 Vine Street, close to Piccadilly Circus, in the heart of the capital. The property itself is owned
by the Queen of England. This
places the company, which now trades under the name C-QUADRAT Asset Management (UK), in good company. Nowhere else in the world do
the old traditions and the modern
world of finance work in harmony to
this extent. Which is why almost all
financial institutions of worldwide

The premises of C-QUADRAT London
are located in the heart of the European financial centre in a building
owned by the Queen.
renown are represented in the British capital.

3,000 KILOMETRES AS THE
CROW FLIES

Frankfurt am Main in Germany occupies a similar position. C-QUADRAT
set up a German subsidiary back in
2003. In 2007, the company moved to
Frankfurt and established an office in
the German financial capital. The distance between the seat of the German
stock exchange and Yerevan is just
under 3,000 km as the crow flies. An
office was set up here in the Armenian
capital, population 1.2 million. The office manages state pension funds on
behalf of the Armenian Central Bank.
The office in Geneva, in turn, provides
services in French-speaking Switzerland and Northern Italy.

International. C-QUADRAT
maintains representative offices in
Vienna, London, Frankfurt, Geneva
and Yerevan.
January 2016
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For the benefit of those in need. For
many years, C-QUADRAT has been
supporting the construction and renovation of orphanages.

Start-up aid for
a brighter future
Commitment to charitable causes. C-QUADRAT is supporting orphans, young
people from disadvantaged backgrounds and projects dedicated to improving education and fighting poverty all around the globe.

T

he far-flung places where
C-QUADRAT has been proving its social commitment
and provided financial support for the construction and renovation of orphanages include Aricestii in the Romanian district of
Prahova, the village Croix de Bouquets in Haiti, Kathmandu in Nepal, Phnom Penh in Cambodia and
Addis Abbeba in Ethopia.
C-QUADRAT founder Alexander
Schütz: “Helping children is a particular concern of ours.” The most re14
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cent project sponsored by the company is run by Concordia Romania,
an organisation that has been working to improve the lives of children and young people from underprivileged backgrounds for 25
years. Their charges include former
street children, orphans and adolescents who have been abandoned
by their parents. The ‘Children’s
Farm’ in Aricestii in the Prahova
district north of Bucharest has
been offering children a home
since 1992.

PHILANTHROPY –
A FUNDAMENTAL VALUE

On top of this, the company has
been making regular donations to the
Ashoka network, a non-profit organisation focussing on fighting poverty
and providing an education to disadvantaged people. Another donation facilitated the reconstruction of the ‘Cinema Jenin’ in Palestine, once the
biggest cinema in the Near East. CQUADRAT founders Alexander Schütz
and Thomas Riess: “Philanthropy is
one of our fundamental values.“
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C-QUADRAT
in figures
5.700.000.000 €

Total assets under management by the C-QUADRAT Group at the end of 2015.

90

Members of staff working at C-QUADRAT’s offices in Vienna, London, Frankfurt, Geneva and Yerevan.

19

Number of countries in which C-QUADRAT is active.

25

Years of C-QUADRAT in 2016.

312

International awards received by C-QUADRAT and ARTS since 2001.

70

Insurance companies investing in C-QUADRAT funds.

1,3 Millionen

E-mails received and processed per year.

180.000

Telephone calls taken by C-QUADRAT staff every year.

150

Kilograms of fruit bought for visitors and meetings every year. Bananas account for 100 kg.

4.100

Cups of coffee served to visitors at C-QUADRAT’s Vienna office a year.

2.500

Visitors received by C-QUADRAT at its Vienna premises per annum.
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25 Years of Asset Management

C-QUADRAT is an international asset manager which seeks to realise continuous, flexible and sustainable growth for its investors.
Its fund managers in Vienna and London use both quantitative and discretionary absolute and total return strategies to achieve
this goal. C-QUADRAT offers investment funds that follow three different investment goals: continuity, sustainability and growth.

C-QUADRAT Kapitalanlage AG
This marketing document is provided for information purposes only and does not represent any offering or invitation to
purchase or sell units in a fund, and nor should it be deemed an invitation to submit an offer for conclusion of any contract
Schottenfeldgasse 20
on investment services or other services. This document cannot replace the advice of your personal investment advisor.
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Prospective investors may obtain the English-language version of the key investor document (“KID”, “KIID”) and the
Tel. +43 1 51566-0
prospectus free-of-charge at www.c-quadrat.com © (2015) Morningstar. All rights reserved. Please find details regarding
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ADVERTISEMENT

For 25 years the company’s investment funds have been among the best in their respective investment categories and have
won numerous awards:

